2012 VISUALIZING GLOBAL MARATHON NOVEMBER 9th–11th
A worldwide weekend-long dive into data visualization
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The dates and times for the meetup at the school are as follows:

**Friday, November 9**
- 17:00 Local Time (16:00 UTC)
- **Welcome and Introduction**
- Receive the challenge and data set
- **Keynote:** Richard Saul Wurman
  - Broadcast online. Tune in even if you aren't taking part in the marathon!
  - Saturday, November 10

**Saturday, November 10**
- 5:30 Local Time (4:30 UTC)
- **Designer Q&As**
- Ben Hosken & Mahir Yavuz
- **Data Viz 101 Workshop**
- Alberto Cairo (Univ. of Miami)
- 18:00 Local Time (17:00 UTC)
- **Data Viz 201 Workshop**
- Kim Rees (Periscopic)
- 21:00 Local Time (20:00 UTC)
- **Designer Q&As**
- Moritz Stefaner & Scott Murray
- **Student Showcase**
- Share your favorite work

**Sunday, November 11**
- 24:00 Local Time (23:00 UTC)
- **Closing Broadcast**
- Upload your work

Registration is on a first-come, first-served basis (open until the venue reaches capacity). At the meetup, you’ll have a stimulating and fun space to work, interact, and plug-in to the event as it occurs on Visualizing.

You’ll need to bring:
- Your computer and charger
- Snacks (meals will not be provided)
- Your valid school id

REGISTRATION IS ON A FIRST-COME, FIRST-SERVED BASIS (OPEN UNTIL THE VENUE REACHES CAPACITY). AT THE MEETUP, YOU’LL HAVE A STIMULATING AND FUN SPACE TO WORK, INTERACT, AND PLUG-IN TO THE EVENT AS IT OCCURS ON VISUALIZING.

YOU’LL NEED TO BRING:

**YOUR COMPUTER AND CHARGER**
**SNACKS (MEALS WILL NOT BE PROVIDED)**
**YOUR VALID SCHOOL ID**